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Abstract16
This study proposes a novel method for improving surface hydrophobicity of glycerol 17
plasticized high amylose (HAG) films. We used polyethylene glycol isocyanate (PEG-iso) 18
crosslinker to link HAG and three natural waxes (beeswax, candelilla wax and carnauba wax) 19
to produce HAG+wax+PEG-iso films. The spatial distributions of wax and PEG-iso across 20
the thickness of these films were determined using Synchrotron-based Fourier transform 21
infrared spectroscopy. The hydrophobicity and surface morphology of the films were 22
determined using contact angle (CA) and scanning electron microscopic measurements, 23
respectively. The distribution patterns of wax and the PEG-iso across the thickness of the 24
film, and the nature of crystalline patterns formed on the surface of these films were found to 25
be the key factors affecting surface hydrophobicity. The highest hydrophobicity (CA > 90o) 26
was created when the PEG-iso was primarily distributed in the interior of the films and a 27
hierarchical circular pinnacle structure of solidified wax was formed on the surface. 28
29
Keywords: Amylose, natural wax, hydroxyl-PEGylation, Synchrotron-based FTIR, 30
hydrophobicity, surface morphology31
32
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1. Introduction35
To improve water barrier and water repelling properties in starch films, lipids are introduced 36
to the starch film composition as they possess low surface energy and high hydrophobicity 37
(Han and Gennadios, 2005). When combining lipids with starch and other hydrophilic 38
plasticizers their immiscibility is the main limitation. To overcome this problem several 39
approaches have been utilised for incorporating lipids into the films. These approaches can be 40
categorised as: blending; physisorption and chemisorption (Pereira et al., 2010). 41
42
In recent years many advances have been made in modifying the physicochemical 43
characteristics of starch to avoid its limitations in hydration, swelling, granule rupture, 44
viscosity and cohesiveness (Tezcaner and Hasirci, 2004). Such modification of starch 45
improves a number of functional properties which cannot be obtained from its native state. 46
Modification is a process of altering the starch structure by affecting the hydrogen bond in a 47
controllable manner. Such modification alters the form/shape of the granule and composition 48
of amylose molecules (Iheagwara, 2013; Yiu, et al., 2008). One of these advances is the 49
“grafting-to” of starch through chemical modifications with other polymers, such as 50
polyethylene glycol (PEG). The covalent bonding between starch and PEG represents a 51
logical approach for modifying the surface properties of the starch, allowing the bulk 52
composition to remain unchanged, whilst the modified surface provides desired functionality 53
(Rhodes, et al., 2011).  Modification of hydroxyl groups of starch has gained much attention 54
as hydrophobic substances can be attached to starch molecules by using spacers or 55
functionalised amphiphilic macromolecules (FAMs). This attachment (of FAMs) alters the 56
fundamental properties and the conformation and structure of starch (de Vlieger, 2003). The 57
spacer helps reduce the steric hindrance to the activity of the attached compound (Weetall, 58
1993). PEG is neutral and it has very low reactivity unless modified with functional groups 59
(such as hydroxyl, carboxyl, esters, amides, etc.) therefore does not disrupt the structure of 60
attached starch molecules. The amphiphilic (i.e. molecule containing hydrophilic and 61
hydrophobic moieties) part of the PEG contains two ends (-end and the -end) which 62
provide a ready site for covalent attachment to other molecules and surfaces (Harris, 1992).  63
These two ends can carry the same or different functional groups (Kumar et al., 2011). Thus 64
PEG can be an ideal molecule in attaching wax to a starch matrix. Modification of starch 65
surface can be achieved by using chemisorption techniques. Chemisorption involves a 66
covalent linkage between a polymer chain and a surface. The chemical modification processes 67
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where the polymer chains can be covalently grafted (i.e. attached) to the surface of the 68
substrate can utilize the “grafting-to” approach. 69
70
This study considers the “grafting-to” approach where polymers are anchored onto the surface 71
via chemical bonds formed between reactive groups on the surface and reactive end-groups on 72
the polymer backbones (Ruhe, 2004 ; Brittain and Minko, 2007). This approach aims to attach 73
polymers to a surface using a system where the polymer carries an “anchor” or a ‘functional’ 74
group either as an end group or in a side chain. A functional group can be reacted with 75
appropriate sites at the substrate surface, thus yielding a surface-attached monolayer of 76
polymer molecules. The “grafting-to” approach generates so-called “polymer brushes” or 77
FAMs, which are assemblies of long-chain polymers (e.g. PEG) attached by one end to a 78
support and extended from the surface (Fink, 2011). The introduction of a variety of 79
functional groups has made polymer brushes attractive for fabrication of surfaces with a 80
controlled wettability (Chechik et al., 2000).81
82
The PEG has been considered as a viable chemical to act as a FAM or to synthesize a FAM 83
from it.  It is a linear or branched polyether terminated with hydroxyl groups, with a general 84
structure of [HO-(CH2CH2O)n CH2CH2-OH]. It is a water-soluble, amphiphilic, nontoxic 85
polyether exhibiting almost no reactivity unless modified with functional groups. The two 86
terminal hydroxyl groups of the PEG molecules provide a ready site for covalent attachment 87
to other molecules and surfaces since the polyether backbone is quite chemically inert (Harris, 88
1992; Bonora and Drioli, 2009). These terminal hydroxyl groups enable PEG to be used as a 89
spacer moiety or linker where they are converted to reactive functional groups. The PEG 90
functional groups are synthesised through chemical modification of PEG’s terminal hydroxyl 91
groups through the substitution of hydroxyl group by one or more functional groups. The 92
reactive functional group of activated PEG can then be attached to a specific site on the 93
surface of the compound (e.g. starch and wax).94
95
In order to couple the PEG chains onto different macromolecules, such as starch and natural 96
waxes, it is necessary to have PEG activated with a functional group at one end or both ends 97
of the termini. The choice of the functional group depends on its specific functionality and its 98
ability to couple with the PEG (Torchilin, 2010), natural wax and starch molecules. A study 99
by Lin et al. (2011) demonstrated how starch nanocrystals could be modified by 100
hydroxyl-PEGylation between hydroxyl groups (-OH) and isocyanate groups (-NCO). This 101
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surface chemical modification weakened the polarity of the original starch nanocrystals by 102
decreasing the hydrophilicity, proportion of polar components and surface energy.103
104
A novel method based on the “grafting-to” approach has been attempted in which the PEG is 105
grafted to the surface of starch using different coupling agents. The OH groups of PEG are 106
endcapped with isocyanate (-NCO) functional groups to form PEG-isocyanate (PEG-iso). 107
This PEG-iso is best suited for hydroxyl containing matrices (Prajapati et al., 2011) such as 108
starch (Veronese, 2001) in producing a urethane linkage (Hermanson, 2008) which s referred 109
to as hydroxyl PEGylation. Starch has many hydroxyl groups on its chains (three hydroxyl 110
groups at C-2, C-3, and C-6) and all of these groups can be modified by introducing 111
PEG-isocyanate molecules.  112
113
The natural waxes available in the cuticle of higher plants determine their hydrophobic 114
characteristics. According to Ensikat et al., (2006) and Jetter and Kunst (2008) plant 115
epicuticular and cuticular waxes are complex mixtures of relatively non-polar long-chain 116
aliphatic compounds. These compounds are characterised by unbranched, fully saturated 117
hydrocarbon backbones which include alkanes and their derivatives. These waxes consist of a 118
primary oxygen-containing functional group such as hydroxyl (-OH), carbonyl (-CO) or 119
carboxyl (-COOH). Therefore, plant waxes are typically mixtures of primary alcohols, 120
ketones, aldehydes and fatty acids, as well as alkanes with chain lengths ranging from 20 to 121
40 carbons. These long-chain aliphatic compounds such as alkanes and hydrocarbons either 122
lack functional groups or have primary functional groups such as very-long-chain fatty acids, 123
aldehydes and primary alcohols. Plant cuticular wax constituents have secondary functional 124
groups which mostly consist of a combination of hydroxyl and carbonyl functional groups. 125
The presence of these functional groups in these natural waxes provides some insight 126
regarding what FAM to use. The FAMs such as PEG-isocyanate (Prajapati et al., 2011) can be 127
used to react with hydroxyl groups to produce a chemical linkage between wax and starch.128
129
As explained above, both starch and natural wax have hydroxyl groups present in their 130
structure, thus PEG-isocyanate can be used as a linker (i.e. urethane linkage) between these 131
two biopolymers. In the hydroxyl-PEGylation process, the urethane linkage is produced when 132
a chemical reaction occurs between an isocyanate (NCO groups) and alcohol (OH groups). 133
Aliphatic diisocyanates are preferred to produce the urethane linkage as they are capable of 134
reacting with most compounds containing active hydrogen, such as alcohols (Howard, 2002).  135
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This is where the functional group of isocyanate (NCO groups) and alcohol (OH groups) 136
rearrange. More specifically, the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group is transferred to the 137
nitrogen atom of the isocyanate. The end-product of the hydroxyl-PEGylation reaction is 138
PEG-isocyanate (PEG-iso) which is used for hydroxyl group conjugation in yielding a stable 139
urethane linkage. PEG-iso is then used to attach the hydroxyl group containing matrices, such 140
as starch and lipid, together.   141
142
The surface modification of starch exhibits a distinctive structure depending on the interaction 143
of components present in the structure. The molecular vibration of each functional group of 144
each macromolecule present in the modified starch structure can be identified using Fourier 145
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Under FTIR these functional groups produce unique 146
bands which enable components to be identified in the starch matrix. The relatively unique 147
absorption of lipid vibrations usually are located at 2800 cm-1 to 3000 cm-1 as antisymmetric 148
and symmetric stretching vibrations of CH3 (ca. 2961 cm-1 and 2871 cm-1) and CH2 (ca. 149
2925 cm-1 and 2853 cm-1) groups of acyl chains. In addition, strong bands at 1738 cm-1150
stretching vibration arise from the carbonyl ester C=O band (Yu, 2012; Yu, 2004). The IR 151
spectral features of corn starch consists of its major absorption peaks between 3000 cm-1 and 152
3600 cm-1 due to OH stretching (Coates, 2000; Zhang and Han, 2006). The sharp peak at 2924 153
cm-1 is characteristic of CH2 stretching (Park et al., 2000). The peak occurring at 1641 cm-1 is 154
associated with the tightly bound water present in the starch (Zhang and Han, 2006) due to the 155
hygroscopic nature of starch. The peaks at 1409 cm-1 and 1433 cm-1 are related to the CH2 156
bending. The PEG-iso produces an increase in the relative intensity of the urethane band with 157
respect to that of C=O stretching of the overlapping carbonyl groups associated with 158
hydrogen bonds of the urethane linkage at 1732 cm-1 and a NH urethane band (3300 cm-1) 159
which overlaps over the OH band. The broad peaks at 2940 cm-1 and 2878 cm-1 correspond to 160
antisymmetric and symmetric CH2 stretching vibrations, respectively. Another distinctive 161
absorbance band for PEG-iso is associated with carbonyl coupled with N-H bending 162
vibrations producing a peak at 1540 cm-1 (Guelcher, et al., 2005). These unique IR spectra of 163
starch, wax and PEG-iso will assist in the characterisation of composite films through the 164
evaluation of interactions between the film components. 165
166
The Synchrotron-based Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (S-FTIR) is capable of 167
providing important information such as distribution of chemical constituents and functional 168
groups of wax and PEG-iso across the thickness of the starch-wax composite films. This 169
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information helps to gain fundamental understanding of how chemical functional components 170
are distributed at micron level in the films produced through oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion 171
method (Muscat et al., 2013). The mapping capability of S-FTIR simultaneously provides 172
both the morphological and chemical information within these composite films. 173
174
To date there has been no application of S-FTIR mapping to investigate the structural feature 175
and the distribution of natural wax in HAG films produced using the ‘grafting to’ method. 176
The S-FTIR mapping is also capable of proving understandings on the structural–chemical 177
features created due to the interactions among the components (such as wax, 178
amylose-glycerol matrix, water and PEG-isocyanate) of the composite films.179
180
Although hydrophobicity can be introduced on a film surface by the addition of wax, the 181
increase in surface texture (or roughness) due to the formation of epicuticular wax crystals on 182
the film surface can achieve a greater degree of hydrophobicity. It has been shown that a 183
particularly formed micro-roughness assists in creating a high level of water repellency of 184
surfaces (Muscat et al., 2013; Wagner, et al., 2003). These superhydrophobic surfaces have 185
characteristic CA value (of water) higher than 150º. In nature, this phenomenon is commonly 186
known as “lotus effect”, where the surface of the lotus leaf has the characteristic 187
superhydrophobicity and self-cleaning. The lotus plant demonstrates such systems with the 188
combination of papillose epidermal cells coated with tubular epicuticular wax crystals 189
hierarchically structured (Koch and Ensikat, 2008; Marmur, 2004) to the cuticle.  The wax 190
crystals, which are composed of hydrophobic substances, provide a water repellent layer and 191
with the combination of the micron scale surface roughness, facilitate water to form a 192
spherical droplet at the tip the wax structure (Oles et al., 2000). The surface nano-topography 193
reduces the number of available contact points between the leaf and water droplets sitting on 194
it causing water beads to form and roll off the leaf. In general, lotus effect is achieved when 195
the surface is covered with a low surface energy material, such as wax, which has a fine 196
structure. The surface texture allows the capture of air bubbles in the area between the water 197
and substrate and thus prevents their contact. Therefore, the surface morphology of the film 198
surface will have to be given attention while investigating the surface roughness formed by 199
any method applied to develop such wax-starch films.200
201
The objective of this study was to apply S-FTIR 2D mapping to determine the distribution of 202
wax, and PEG-iso within high amylose glycerol (HAG)-wax films produced by the ‘grafting 203
to’ technique. By using S-FTIR mapping the functional groups of these macromolecules can 204
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be identified and their concentration profiles can be mapped within these films. This method 205
may offer considerable new insight into the interaction and distribution of the wax and 206
PEG-iso linker within the starch matrix as a function of concentration of natural waxes and 207
PEG-iso. The S-FTIR 2D imaging data are compared with the contact angle data and 208
scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of these films to correlate the distribution 209
of wax on the film surface with the measured film hydrophobicity.    210
211
2. Materials and methods 212
2.1. Materials213
High amylose (HA) corn starch (Gelose 80) containing 70-80% (w/w) amylose was purchased 214
through Penfords (Australia) and constituted the continuous matrix of films. Glycerol (G) was 215
used as a plasticizer and was purchased from Consolidated Chemical Company (Melbourne, 216
Australia). The natural waxes, i.e. beeswax (BW), candelilla wax (CL) and carnauba wax 217
(CB), were purchased from New Directions Aromatics Inc. (Australia). The Certificate of 218
Analysis of these waxes was provided by this company. The PEG (MW 600), dibutyltin 219
dilaurate (95%, DBTDL) and 1,6-diisocyanatohexane (98%, HDI), were purchased from 220
Sigma–Aldrich, and were used without further purification. All the materials were used as 221
received and the moisture content of the raw materials was compensated while preparing the 222
slurry mixture for gelatinization.223
224
2.2. Methods225
2.2.1. Synthesis of PEG-isocyanate 226
A standard bulk method was used to synthesize PEG-isocyanate, where PEG 600 (average 227
molecular weight 570-630, 8.33 × 10-2 mol) was reacted with HDI (16.6 × 10-2 mol) (1:2) in a 228
triple-neck round-bottom glass reactor in the presence of dibutyltin dilaurate (0.2% DBTDL) 229
catalyst. The round-bottom glass reactor was equipped with a thermometer, nitrogen purging 230
hose and a reflex condenser. The mixture was stirred and heated on an oil bath equipped with 231
a temperature controlling mechanism at 70oC for 120 mins under nitrogen atmosphere. The 232
completion of the reaction was monitored by FTIR by the disappearance of NCO peak at 233
2210 cm-1. The final product, PEG-isocyanate, was stored in an air tight container at 4oC.234
235
2.2.2. Preparation of the suspension 236
HA and G (80:20, w/w) were added to distilled water maintaining a total solid concentration 237
of 5% (w/w). This HA:G  ratio was maintained to produce good flexible films as reported in 238
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our previous study (Muscat et al., 2012). The HAG suspension was gelatinized using a high 239
temperature-high pressure stirred laboratory autoclave (Amar Equipment Company, Mumbai, 240
India) with an inbuilt overhead stirrer fitted to a 6 bladed pitch blade turbine. The HAG 241
suspension was gelatinised at 140oC using 500 rpm agitator speed. The suspension was held 242
for 30 minutes at 140oC before cooling down to below 100oC.243
244
2.2.3. Preparation of HAG+wax dispersions245
While maintaining a temperature above 85oC using a hot plate (Framo Geratechnik, 246
Germany) the molten wax was added to the fully gelatinised HAG dispersion and thoroughly 247
stirred. The beeswax (BW), candelilla wax (CL) and carnauba wax (CB) were added 248
individually to the HAG suspension at two different concentrations of 5% (w/w) and 10% 249
(w/w). To ensure a thorough mixing of molten wax droplets within the HAG dispersion, 250
coarse homogenisation with a high-shear mixer (Ultra-Turrax, Model T25, IKA-Works, USA) 251
was performed at 15,000 rpm for 3 minutes followed by 22,000 rpm for 1 minutes. 252
253
2.2.4. Preparation of HAG+wax+PEG-isocyanate dispersions254
Melted PEG-isocyanate was added at different concentrations of 1%, 5% and 20% (w/w) to 255
the HAG+wax solution and thoroughly mixed using the high-shear mixer (Ultra-Turrax, 256
Model T25, IKA-Works, USA) at 15,000 rpm for 3 minutes.257
258
2.2.5. Film casting and conditioning 259
The HAG+wax and HAG+wax+PEG-isocyanate films were prepared by syringing 10 mL of 260
the dispersions into plastic polystyrene dishes with a 90 mm diameter. Films were dried for 261
24 hours at 20±1oC, in an air conditioned room. These films were stored in a desiccator 262
containing magnesium nitrate (52.9% RH (aw = 0.529) at 20±1
oC) for at least 48 hours for 263
conditioning before analysis.264
265
2.2.6. Determination of interaction amongst the film components266
To identify the specific spectral “signatures” of the natural waxes, such as BW, CL and CB 267
solid samples of each wax were analysed by FTIR spectroscopy. The specific spectral 268
“signatures” of these natural waxes were determined by a universal attenuated total 269
reflectance (UATR) FTIR spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, FrontierTM, USA) with a diamond 270
coated zinc selenide crystal plate (reflection plate with pressure arm). Perkin-Elmer spectrum 271
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software (version 6.3.4) was used for FTIR analysis. The spectra were obtained in between 272
1000 cm-1 and 4000 cm-1 wavenumbers at 4 cm-1 step.273
274
2.2.7. Preparation of film samples for S-FTIR microspectroscopy275
Sections of the film samples were inserted between two polystyrene portions to establish a 276
firm assembly for cutting as described in Muscat et al. (2014). The embedded film samples 277
were cut into thin cross-sections (ca. 8 μm thick) using a rotary microtome (4060RE, Triangle 278
Biomedical Sciences, Inc. USA) at Australian Synchrotron’s facility (Clayton, VIC, 279
Australia) 24 hours prior to analysis. The cross-sections were mounted onto CaF2 windows 280
(size: 13×1 mm disk; Cyrstran Limited, UK) for S-FTIR analysis in transmission mode.281
282
2.2.8. Analysis of molecular spectral data and imaging of molecular chemistry283
The S-FTIR measurements were performed on the FTIR beamline at the Australian 284
Synchrotron’s facility (Clayton, VIC, Australia). Spectra were collected with a Bruker 285
Hyperion 2000 IR microscope (Bruker Optik Gmbh, Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with a 286
liquid nitrogen cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector with a 36× IR objective. The Hyperion 2000 287
microscope was coupled to a Bruker Vertex 80 spectrometer. Spectral maps and line scans 288
were collected in transmission mode by scanning the computer-controlled microscope stage at 289
an aperture of 5 μm × 5 μm, and an X-Y spatial step size of 2 µm.290
291
The spectral data of the films were collected in the mid-IR range 4000–1100cm-1 using a CaF2 292
window (Miller, 2002), at a resolution of 4 cm-1 with 64 scans co-added. The stage control, 293
data collection and the background correction of spectra were performed using Opus 6.5 294
(Bruker, Optik Gmbh, Ettlingen, Germany) software version 2.0. Data was saved as Opus 295
Spectrum files for single spectrum and Opus Multiple files for 2D IR map files. Opus 296
Multiple files contained all the spectral and X-Y spatial information for a two dimensional 297
grid map and the captured images. Opus 7.0 (Bruker, Optik Gmbh, Ettlingen, Germany) 298
software equipped with video mapping, was used to generate and analyse 2D absorbance 299
maps and the data was converted to 2D chemical maps. 300
301
2.2.9. Determination of wax and PEG-iso distribution in the films 302
Spectra of the natural waxes were analysed by the UATR FTIR spectrometer to identify 303
functional groups present in these waxes (Muscat et al., 2014). The most intense vibrations in 304
the infrared spectra of lipid systems are the CH2 stretching vibrations region. The 305
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antisymmetric and symmetric stretching of CH2 was observed at 2916 cm
−1 and 2840 cm−1, 306
respectively. These two bands are considered to be the strongest bands in lipid spectra and are 307
associated with the presence of alkanes (Stuart, 2004).  Furthermore, a peak at 2840 cm-1 was 308
observed in the spectra of natural waxes but not in that of HAG or PEG-iso. Therefore, by 309
selecting the 2840 cm-1 wave number in the HAG+wax+PEG-isocyanate films the wax 310
distribution can be determined across the thickness of these films.  The wave number 311
1530 cm-1 corresponds to a carbonyl vibration coupled with NH bending and was 312
subsequently used to determine the distribution of PEG-isocyanate in these films. To generate 313
S-FTIR maps the integrated area of the antisymmetric CH2 and NH peaks at 2840 cm
-1 and 314
1530 cm-1, respectively, was calculated for each pixel within each data set with the integration 315
calculated above the baseline between two points on the spectral curves at 2860 cm-1 and 316
2830 cm-1 for CH2 and 1560 cm
-1 and 1500 cm-1 for NH.  317
     318
The chemical intensity scale displays a range of colours from blue to pink or white to make it 319
easier to interpret the distribution of wax and PEG-iso across the films under peaks centred at 320
2840 cm-1 (CH2 stretching) and 1530 cm
-1 (NH bending), respectively. As shown in Figure 1 321
to Figure 4 the blue suggests the absence of these components, while pink and/or white 322
denotes the presence of these components at a higher proportion. From these chemical 323
intensity scales it is possible to reveal the pattern of wax and PEG-iso distribution within 324
these films.325
326
2.2.10. Contact angle327
The contact angle (CA) is the most commonly used measure of wettability or surface 328
hydrophobicity. The static sessile drop method determines the angle formed at the interface 329
and surface tension between the solid-liquid surrounded by air and was used to determine the 330
contact angle of the HAG+wax+PEG-isocyanate films. An apparatus consisting of a 331
stereomicroscope (Zeiss, Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Germany) connected to a 332
high-resolution digital camera (EOS 60D, Canon, USA) was used. Software to capture the 333
digital image was part of the camera hardware and images were captured into a personal 334
computer. A horizontal beam held the microscope parallel to the surface and was positioned 335
on a three-axis moving platform. To provide lighting, a bank of LEDs was mounted behind 336
the sample holder with a white background (Muscat et al., 2013). 337
The film was mounted to a stainless steel block with double sided tape. The drop (7 μL) of 338
Milli-Q water was carefully placed on the horizontal surface of the film with the aid of an 339
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auto pipette (Finnpipette, 0.5-10 μL). The CA values were determined using ImageJ program 340
(Rasband, 2012) with the plug-in for measuring CA (Brugnara, 2006). The plug-in program 341
fits the profile of the drop using an edge detection algorithm to find the drop edge (Williams 342
et al., 2010) and calculates the contact angle using the sphere approximation or the ellipse 343
approximation. In our study, the Both BestFits selection gave consistent results for contact 344
angles >30o and the Sphere selection was used for drops with contact angles <30o (Brugnara, 345
2006; Williams et al., 2010). The reported contact angle values are the mean value of five 346
measurements taken at a minimum of four different positions on the film.347
348
2.2.11. Determination of morphological features of the films349
Film surface topography was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL-JSM 350
6300, Japan). Film was mounted onto a double sided adhesive carbon tape set on aluminium 351
stubs, which were coated with gold under vacuum. The gold coated samples were analysed at 352
5kV, 300× and 3000× magnification to obtain 100 µm and 10 µm micrographs, respectively 353
in order to allow better observation of the surface morphology of the films. The HAG and 354
HAG+wax films were tilted at an angle of 25o in order to obtain a better image of the cross 355
section of the films.356
357
2.2.12 Statistical analysis358
The surface hydrophobicity or contact angle related measurements were performed at least in 359
triplicate and the mean values are reported. The SPSS statistical package (Version 21, Lead 360
Technologies, USA) was used for analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine whether or not 361
significant difference existed between two mean values. A confidence level of 95% (p<0.05) 362
was used and Paired-samples T test was used in these calculations.363
364
365
3. Results and Discussion366
Each of the components of HAG+wax+PEG-iso film has its own vibrational “fingerprints” 367
with characteristic absorption and relative intensity, as shown in Figure 1A. The natural 368
waxes were readily identified through the spectral features associated with their characteristic 369
functional groups, as stated in Muscat et al. (2014). The characteristic wavenumber indicating 370
the presence of natural wax is CH2 stretching (2840 cm
-1). Similarly, the wavenumber 371
indicating the presence of PEG-isocyanate is 1530 cm-1, which originates from the NH 372
bending vibration of the urethane bond present in the PEG-isocyanate linker. The absence of 373
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an NCO peak from 2250 cm-1 to 2270 cm-1 in the PEG-iso spectrum indicated that the reaction 374
between 1,6-diisocyanatohexane (HDI) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) in the presence of a 375
tin catalyst (dibutyltin dilaurate) proceeded to complete conversion (Roizard, et al., 2001; 376
Guelcher, et al., 2005). The formation of hydrogen bonding in the urethane linkage is 377
indicated by the appearance of C=O peak at 1730 cm–1.Consequently, the appearance of peak 378
1730 cm-1 and absence of peak 2210 cm-1 indicate 100% reaction efficiency.379
380
3.1. Evidence of grafting381
The extent of crosslinking of PEG-iso with the starch component of HAG+wax films was 382
analysed by using FTIR.  Figure 1B presents the FTIR spectra of the HAG+wax+PEG-iso 383
films.  When PEG-iso is added in the HAG+wax dispersion, it preferentially reacts with the 384
OH groups of starch rather than reacting with the hydrophobic wax. The characteristic 385
urethane peak corresponding to the carbonyl vibration coupled with NH bending (C-N-H 386
urethane), C-N stretching, N-H (symmetrical bending) at wave number 1530 cm-1 in the 387
finger print region has confirmed the crosslinking reaction between PEG-iso and starch 388
molecules. Furthermore, the presence C=O (carbonyl stretching) peak between 389
1700-1740 cm-1 further corroborated the above results (Jyothi & Carvalho, 2013). The 390
concentration of PEG-iso affected the peaks associated with the carbonyl stretching 391
(1732 cm-1) and C-N and N-H stretching (1532 cm-1).  As shown in Figure 1B: a, b, c, j, k, l, 392
the addition of 20% PEG-iso to the HAG+wax matrix showed strong peaks at 1732 cm-1 and 393
1532 cm-1. These peaks decrease in relative intensity as the PEG-iso concentration decrease to 394
5% and 1%.395
396
Based on the above observations, wavenumbers 2840 cm-1 and 1530 cm-1 were used in this 397
study to identify the pattern of distribution of natural wax and PEG-isocyanate, respectively, 398
across the thickness of these films. Figure 2 presents the chemical map with colour codes to 399
indicate the presence of wax calculated from the absorbance intensity of CH2 stretching. The 400
intensity scale and the presence of PEG-iso calculated from the intensity scale of NH bending 401
are also presented in Figure 2. The HAG film was used as this film did not show CH2 and NH 402
absorption peaks as evident in Figure 2. The SEM images and CA values of HAG and 403
HAG+was films used from our earlier work for comparison purpose (Muscat et al., 2013).404
405
All the cast films dried into flat films with some degree of curled edges.  However, films of 406
HAG+10% CB+5% PEG-isocyanate and HAG+10% wax+ 1% PEG-isocyanate showed 407
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intensive cracking during the drying step.  Consequently, we did not analyse these films for 408
their hydrophobicity, S-FTIR and SEM imaging and CA values.  409
410
3.2. The distribution of wax in HAG+wax films 411
The S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values of HAG matrix in the 412
presence of 5% BW, CL and CB (Figure 2) show that these waxes were randomly distributed 413
across the thickness of these films as seen in the chemical map  of CH2 absorption 414
(2840 cm-1). In a previous study (Muscat et al., 2014) it was suggests that at a concentration 415
of 5% (w/w) these waxes crystallized at an earlier stage of the drying process within the 416
composite films, i.e. before the completion of the film formation. This rapid crystallization 417
caused these waxes to be randomly distributed within these films. Furthermore, the presence 418
of 10% (w/w) concentration of these waxes allowed them to solidify into wax-rich domains in 419
the middle of the dried HAG+wax films. 420
421
3.3. The distribution of wax and PEG-iso in HAG+wax+PEG-iso films422
The distribution of wax and PEG-iso in HAG+wax+20% PEG-iso, HAG+wax+5% PEG-iso 423
and HAG+wax+1% PEG-iso films are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.424
The S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values of 5% and 10% CB, CL, and 425
BW and 20% PEG-iso films are shown in Figure 3.  It can be observed from this figure that 426
the addition of 20% PEG-iso to the HAG+wax matrix influenced the distribution of the wax 427
across the thickness of the film. The HAG +5%CL +20%PEG-iso film exhibited a distribution 428
of CL as two wax-rich domains at either end of the film with a PEG-iso rich domain formed 429
in the middle of this film. These CL wax-rich domains appear to be attached to the PEG-iso 430
and have crystallized on either side of this film. The NH absorption value read 46.2 indicating 431
a high concentration of PEG-iso in the middle of the film. At a concentration of 5%, CB and 432
BW waxes crystallized differently in the presence of 20% PEG-iso. These waxes crystallized 433
into a single wax-rich domain which progressively decreased towards the surface of these 434
films. Because of this reason, the PEG-iso domain appeared to be positioned on either sides of 435
the wax. The NH absorption value in these films was 27.2 and 33.1 suggesting a high 436
presence of 20% PEG-iso at the surfaces of these films. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the 437
S-FTIR maps of 10% wax+20% PEG-iso films formed distribution pattern similar to those 438
films containing 5% wax+20% PEG-iso. As can be observed from the S-FTIR maps, the films 439
containing 10% CB and BW exhibited a single wax-rich domain in the middle of the films. 440
The PEG-iso rich domains were formed either to the drying surface or in the middle of the 441
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films containing 20% PEG-iso. These different PEG-iso distribution patterns affected the NH 442
absorption value of these films.  When the PEG-iso was located at the drying surface of 443
HAG+10% CB+20% PEG the NH absorption value was 45.1. The NH absorption value 444
increased to 60.2 once the PEG-iso was positioned in the middle of HAG+10% BW+20% 445
PEG-iso film. The 10% CL+20% PEG-iso film showed two wax-rich bands at each end of the 446
film with a high proportion of PEG-iso (NH absorption value of 14.5) present towards the 447
surface of this film at which drying occurred.448
449
In Figure 4, the S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values of 5% and 10% 450
CB, CL, and BW and 5% PEG-iso films are shown. The 5% CB+5% PEG-iso film show that 451
the wax has preferentially located into wax-rich domains at the surfaces of this film. It 452
appears that both the wax and PEG-iso had migrated to the surface of this film during drying. 453
The S-FTIR map of 5% BW+5% PEG-iso film showed that both the BW and PEG-iso were 454
randomly distributed across the thickness of this film. In the case of 5% CL+ 5% PEG-iso 455
film, the S-FTIR map showed CL was randomly distributed in this film and the PEG-iso was 456
attached to one side of these wax-rich bands. The 10% CL+5% PEG-iso film exhibited a 457
different distribution of CL and PEG-iso compared to other films. The S-FTIR maps of both 458
CL and PEG-iso showed that these components had migrated towards the drying surface of 459
the film to create a pinnacle point with a high concentration of CL and PEG-iso. This suggests 460
that the water evaporation flux at the drying end of the film helped the migration of both CL 461
and PEG-iso to produce a wax-rich surface. Then S-FTIR map of 10% BW+5% PEG film 462
suggested both the BW and PEG-iso were randomly distributed across the thickness of this 463
film.    464
465
The S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values of 5% CB, CL, and BW and 466
1% PEG-iso films are shown in Figure 5. The 10% wax with 1% PEG-iso could not be 467
analysed owing to severe drying induced cracking of these films. As can be seen from this 468
figure, the CB was distributed in the middle of the film and the PEG-iso rich band was 469
positioned to the evaporating side of 5% CB+1% PEG-iso film. When 1% PEG-iso was added 470
to HAG+5% CL, it was observed that the CL was found to migrate to one side of the film 471
causing CL to form wax-rich domains towards the evaporating end of this film. However, 472
PEG-iso was found to be distributed randomly across the film. This type of distribution was 473
similarly displayed by HAG+5% BW+1% PEG-iso film.474
  475
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3.4. Relationship between the hydrophobicity and the distribution of wax and 477
PEG-iso 478
Figure 2 to Figure 5 show the S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values of 479
HAG+wax and HAG+wax+PEG-iso films. The contact angle values of these films are 480
presented in Figure 2, Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 to determine the relationship between 481
the hydrophobicity of the films with the distribution of wax within these films. 482
483
The contact angle value of the HAG film was the lowest at 43.3o compared to other films 484
(Figure 2).  When natural waxes were incorporated into the HAG matrix to form HAG+wax 485
films their CA values increased up to 65.6o. The observations of the S-FTIR maps presented 486
in Figure 2 helps explain why the addition of wax increases the CA values in HAG+wax 487
films. The S-FTIR maps reveal that the wax component in these films were generally 488
randomly distributed (e.g. at 5% concentration) or displayed a wax-rich domain in the centre 489
region across the thickness of the film at 10% concentration. In a recent study, Muscat et al. 490
(2014) found that the pattern of wax distribution across the thickness of these films was 491
responsible for the observed hydrophobicity (CA values) of the films. It was stated the 492
addition of 5% wax caused recrystallization at an earlier stage of the drying process within 493
these casted HAG+wax films.  This occurre  due to the optimized drying temperature of 20oC 494
was lower than the melting points of these natural waxes consequently encouraging rapid 495
recrystallization, thus creating random wax distribution across these films.  When the addition 496
of these waxes was increased to 10%, wax-rich domains formed in the interior of these films.  497
This observation suggested the increased wax concentration caused these waxes to 498
recrystallize much faster. This implies that when wax forms a wax-rich domain there is an 499
increase in surface roughness of the film as observed from the surface morphology (SEM 500
images) of the HAG film. Although the presence of wax crystals on the surface of the HAG 501
matrix resulted in an increase in the surface roughness (Chung & Lai, 2005), the hydrophobic 502
property of these waxes depends on the percentage and orientation of their constituents 503
(Holloway, 1969). 504
505
The CA values and SEM micrographs for the HAG+5% wax+PEG-iso and HAG+10% 506
wax+PEG-iso films at 20%, 5% and 1% PEG-iso are presented in Figure 6, Figure 7 and 507
Figure 8, respectively. The S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values for the 508
HAG+5% wax+20% PEG-iso and HAG+10% wax+20% PEG-iso films are presented in 509
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Figure 3. The addition of 20% PEG-iso to HAG+5% wax and HAG+10% wax matrices 510
caused these waxes to be distributed as wax-rich domains within the films. These wax-rich 511
domains could be classified as a single broad domain towards the centre of the film or two 512
domains towards the edge of either side of the film. It is essential that the distribution of wax 513
and PEG-iso in these films is examined along with the CA values and SEM micrographs 514
(Figure 6) in order to explain the film hydrophobicity. When 20% PEG-iso was added to 515
HAG+5% CB film, this wax was distributed as a wax-rich domain towards the evaporating 516
surface but the PEG-iso was distributed on either side of the film. This distribution pattern of 517
PEG-iso had a NH absorption intensity value of 27.2. A similar distribution of wax-rich 518
domains across the thickness of the film and higher NH absorption intensity value (33.1 and 519
14.50) of  PEG-iso at the surface of the film were observed in HAG+ 5%BW+ 20%PEG-iso 520
and HAG+10% CL+20% PEG-iso films and the CA values of these films are 66.6o and 64.9o, 521
respectively which are not significantly different (p>0.05). These increased CA values 522
suggest that the incorporation of 20% PEG-iso to HAG+wax matrix increased the 523
hydrophobicity of these films significantly (by 20o, p<0.05). The S-FTIR maps of the films 524
containing 20% PEG-iso in a HAG+wax matrix (Figure 3) showed different distribution of 525
wax and PEG-iso compared to the films observed above. Both the HAG+ 5% CL+20% PEG-526
iso and HAG+10% BW +20% PEG-iso films exhibited unique distribution of PEG-iso where 527
PEG-iso rich domains were present in the middle of these films. The recrystallization of the 528
waxes occurred as wax-rich domains at each end (i.e. surface) or as a single broad wax-rich 529
domain in the middle of these films. This arrangement of wax and 20% PEG-iso resulted into 530
the highest hydrophobicity with CA values of 90.4o and 91.8o, respectively. It can be observed 531
from Figure 3 that the films with high CA values had a high intensity of NH absorption value 532
between 60.2 and 45.1. This suggests that the synergistic interaction of PEG-iso in the middle 533
of the film with HAG+wax significantly (p<0.05) increased the degree of hydrophobicity 534
(increase of CA by 30o).  The distribution of wax and 20% PEG-iso was differently observed 535
in HAG+10%CB+ 20%PEG-iso film as the wax and PEG-iso were both distributed on the 536
surface of this film. Although the NH absorption intensity value was high at 45.1 the presence 537
of PEG-iso on the surface caused the CA value to marginally decrease to 83.1o. 538
539
The S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values for the HAG+5% wax+5% 540
PEG-iso and HAG+10% wax+5% PEG-iso films are presented in Figure 4. The 541
corresponding CA values of these films are presented in Figure 7. The CA values of these 542
films likewise correlate to the distribution of wax and 5% PEG-iso across the thickness of 543
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these films. The HAG+5% CB+5% PEG-iso film displayed a S-FTIR map where wax-rich 544
domains were positioned at the surface-end of the film and a PEG-iso-rich domain was 545
present on the surface. When 5% PEG-iso was introduced to HAG+5% CL the distribution of 546
CL and PEG-iso revealed quite different pattern. In this film, the wax-rich domains were 547
distributed to both the drying end and non-drying end surfaces of the film and a PEG-iso-rich 548
band was observed towards the drying end of the surface. This pattern of distribution resulted 549
in a CA value of 79.3o. The addition of 5% PEG-iso to 5% CB created a similar wax and 550
PEG-iso distribution pattern and had a CA value of 65.0o.  Yet another wax and PEG-iso 551
distribution pattern was observed when 5% PEG-iso was added to 5% and 10% BW+HAG 552
matrices. At both these concentrations the PEG-iso and BW were randomly distributed across 553
the thickness of the film. The random distribution of wax and PEG-iso resulted in low CA 554
values of 50.8o and 55.6o. Interestingly, the addition of 5% PEG-iso to HAG+10% CL caused 555
the CL to recrystallize into multiple pinnacle points towards the evaporation surface of this 556
film. Relatively high NH absorption intensity value was observed at this evaporating end of 557
this film causing an increase in CA value (86.0o).    558
559
The S-FTIR maps and CH2 and NH absorption intensity values for the HAG+5% wax+1% 560
PEG-iso films are presented in Figure 5 and their corresponding CA values are presented in 561
Figure 8. The 5% wax+1% PEG-iso films generally formed two different patterns of 562
distribution of wax and PEG-iso. It was observed that wax-rich domains were formed towards 563
the surface of films containing 5% of CL and CB. Both of these films showed that the 564
PEG-iso was distributed at the drying surface of these films. This pattern of distribution of 565
wax and PEG-iso in 5% wax and 1 % PEG-iso resulted in CA values of 73.5o and 78.3o for 566
CB and CL, respectively. In the case of HAG+5% BW +1% PEG-iso film, both the wax and 567
PEG-iso were found to be randomly distributed across the thickness of the film consequently 568
resulting into a low CA value (54.4o).569
570
The above observations relating to the distribution of wax and PEG-iso across the thickness of 571
the films and the corresponding CA values indicate that there is a correlation between these 572
two factors. The CA values of these films can be grouped into five distinct ranges: >90o, 573
80-89o, 70-79o, 60-69o, and 50-59o (Figure 6 to Figure 8). Each of these CA value ranges are 574
related to the particular pattern of distribution of wax and PEG-iso across the thickness of 575
these films (Figure 3 to Figure 5). It appears that when the PEG-iso-rich domain (NH 576
absorption chemical intensity value was greater than 46) was present towards the middle of 577
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the film, and also accompanied with wax-rich domains towards the drying-end surface or 578
towards the middle of the film, the resultant CA value is greater than 90o. This signifies that 579
the wax is attached to the HAG matrix by PEG-iso, creating a layer of wax onto the HAG 580
thereby increasing the hydrophobicity. The HAG+5% CL+20% PEG-iso and HAG+10% 581
BW+20% PEG-iso films showed CA values in this range. Another wax and PEG-iso 582
distribution pattern was observed when both these components seemingly created multiple 583
pinnacle points towards the surface of the film at which the drying occurred in the S-FTIR 584
maps. These maps seem to suggest that both the wax and PEG-iso migrated to the evaporating 585
surface during drying forming relatively rich domains of both wax and PEG-iso. This type of 586
pattern was observed in HAG+10% CL+5% PEG-iso and HAG+10% BW+20% PEG-iso 587
films which had CA values in the 80-89o range. Another distinct distribution of wax and 588
PEG-iso was observed across these films where the wax-rich and the PEG-iso rich domains 589
were formed on the drying surface of these films. The presence of PEG-iso on the film 590
surface appears to interfere with the hydrophobic characteristics of these waxes and lowers 591
the CA values of these films (CA between 70-79o). The films which had 5% and 1% PEG-iso 592
in their composition had minimal interference with the characteristics of the wax. The films 593
with this type of distribution pattern were HAG+5% CL+5% PEG-iso, HAG+5% CL+1% 594
PEG-iso and HAG+5% CL+1% PEG-iso films which had CA values of 79.3o, 73.5o, and 595
78.3o, respectively. The films having wax-rich and PEG-iso rich domains towards the middle 596
or on the films surfaces had CA values in the range of 60-69o. The distribution of PEG-iso on 597
the film surface with or without the presence of wax greatly affected the hydrophobicity of 598
the films. This influence was greater in the films which had 20% PEG-iso. The NH absorption 599
value of films containing 20% PEG-iso was in the range of 14 to 35 indicating a greater effect 600
of PEG-iso at this concentration. The films in this category were HAG+5% CB+20% PEG-601
iso, HAG+5% BW+20% PEG-iso, and HAG+10% CL+20% PEG-iso which had CA values 602
of 64.4o, 66.6o, and 64.9o, respectively. A notable exception was the HAG+5% CB+5% PEG-603
iso film which had a CA value of 65.0o; albeit it had only 5% PEG-iso. The lowest range of 604
CA values (50-59o) was observed in the films in which the wax and PEG-iso were randomly 605
distributed across the thickness of these films. This pattern of wax distribution was formed 606
when the wax was recrystallised at an early stage of film drying (Muscat et al., 2014). The 607
early crystallization of wax means that it could not migrate to the surfaces of the film as 608
desired. The PEG-iso in this formulation also showed random distribution suggesting that it 609
was attached to the wax. The films which exhibited the CA values in the lowest range were 610
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HAG+5% BW+5% PEG-iso (50.8o), HAG+10% BW+5% PEG-iso (55.6o), and HAG+5% 611
BW+1% PEG-iso (54.4o).  612
613
The above observations suggest that the S-FTIR maps can be utilized to obtain better 614
understanding of the hydrophobicity of these films. The S-FTIR maps helped explain the 615
effect of the nature and concentration of natural waxes on the distribution across the thickness 616
of the films. The S-FTIR maps help explain how the distribution patterns of wax and PEG-iso 617
affect the surface hydrophobicity in starch+HAG+wax and starch+HAG+wax+PE-iso films.  618
The S-FTIR maps have demonstrated that when PEG-iso was positioned in the middle of 619
these films rather than on the surface had generated hydrophobic films with CA values greater 620
than 90o. 621
622
3.5. Effect of the distribution of wax and PEG-iso on the film surface morphology623
The SEM micrographs of HAG, HAG+wax and HAG+wax+PEG-iso films are presented in 624
Figure 2, and Figure 6 to Figure 8, respectively. These SEM images show the surface 625
morphology of the studied films at 100 µm and at 10 µm resolution. As can be seen from 626
these SEM images, the HAG film (Figure 2) had a smoother surface compared to other films. 627
The surface of the HAG+wax films were rougher compared to that of the HAG film. This 628
rough surface was created by aggregation of wax droplets and subsequent recrystallization 629
during film drying. The S-FTIR maps help explained the fact that the random distribution of 630
these natural waxes within these films contributed to the increased surface roughness in 631
HAG+wax films. 632
633
From the CA values and the SEM images (Figure 6 to Figure 8), it can be observed that the 634
CA value is directly correlated with the surface morphology (i.e. roughness) of these films. 635
The introduction of 20% PEG-iso to the HAG+wax films resulted in different types of surface 636
morphology (Figure 5).  These SEM images bear resemblance to the S-FTIR maps at CH2 and 637
NH absorptions where the surface of these films is occupied by different components. The 638
surface morphology of HAG+5% CB+20% PEG-iso, HAG+5% BW+20% PEG-iso and 639
HAG+10% CL+20% PEG-iso films is similar indicating that the chemical composition of 640
these films is almost identical. The distribution of HAG, wax and PEG-iso in these films 641
created a hierarchical coral like structure extending upwards from the texturized surface 642
featuring pits and bumps on these films.  As shown in Figure 3 the PEG-iso-rich domains 643
were arranged at the surface of these films with a wax-rich domain in the middle or on the 644
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surfaces. The wax had crystallized on the surface to form this coral like surface morphology. 645
It appears the coral like formation was the wax component of the film. The HAG+5% 646
CL+20% PEG-iso, HAG+10% CB+20% PEG-iso and HAG+10% BW+20% PEG-iso films 647
showed different surface morphology which comprised of raised circular pinnacle structures 648
embedded on a textured surface featuring pits and bumps. When a careful observation of these 649
SEM images together with their corresponding S-FTIR maps is made; it appears that the 650
raised circular pinnacle structures were made up of recrystallized wax domains. The diameter 651
of these circular structures appeared to influence the CA values attained by these films. The 652
formation of 10 µm diameter hierarchical circular pinnacle wax structure caused the CA 653
values of HAG+5% CL+20% PEG-iso and HAG+10% BW+20% PEG-iso films to increase 654
to a hydrophobic level (> 90o). The surface morphology of HAG+10% BW+20% PEG-iso 655
film appeared to have extra fine threads adjoining the recrystallized wax which also caused 656
the CA value to increase. Although HAG+10% CB+20% PEG-iso film displayed raised 657
circular pinnacle structures, the diameter of these structures was larger than 10 µm which 658
seemed to marginally impact on the CA value (decrease to 83.1o).  The other noteworthy 659
factor which seems to increase the CA value up to the hydrophobic level is the distance 660
between these (recrystallized) wax circular structures. As shown in Figure 6, the closer the 661
distance of these raised circular pinnacle structures the higher the CA value. 662
663
The surface morphology of HAG+5% wax+5% PEG-iso and HAG+10% wax +5% PEG-iso 664
films (Figure 7) show that the formation of a less complex structures which lowered the CA 665
value. The decrease in the concentration of PEG-iso and NH absorption intensity value in 666
these HAG+wax films decreased their CA values. The films which had the CA value in the 667
range of 50-59o apparently had a smoother surface with numerous smaller circular formations 668
ranging below 1 µm speckled over the film surface resulting in low CA values in HAG+5% 669
BW+5% PEG-iso (50.8o) and HAG+10% BW+5% PEG-iso (55.6o) films. As discussed 670
earlier, the S-FTIR maps of these films showed that the wax and PEG-iso were randomly 671
distributed across the thickness of these films suggesting that there was less wax and PEG-iso 672
on the surface of these films.  The wax attached with PEG-iso recrystallized in the early stage 673
of drying, and hence, the wax and PEG-iso could not migrate to the film surface to create 674
wax-rich hydrophobic domains, instead these components were distributed randomly across 675
the film. The HAG+5% CB+5% PEG-iso film showed a different SEM image and lower CA 676
values compared to the films containing 20% PEG. The SEM image of this film showed a 677
textured surface with raised circular structures (approximately 1 µm) of both CB and PEG-iso 678
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disturbed on the surface of this film. The SEM image of HAG+10% CL+5% PEG-iso film 679
showed numerous raised circular structures (diameter < 10 µm) embedded on a textured 680
surface featuring pits and bumps. These structures were responsible for increasing the CA to 681
86o. The SEM image of HAG+5% CL+5% PEG-iso film had a similar textured surface with 682
the presence of smaller circular raised wax crystals on the surface of this film. This 683
observation was corroborated by the S-FTIR map which showed that a substantial amount of 684
CL was present on the surfaces of this film along with the PEG-iso generating a CA value of 685
79.3o. 686
687
The SEM images and CA values HAG+5% wax+1% PEG-iso films are shown in Figure 8.  688
The relationships among the distribution of wax and PEG-iso, the surface morphology (SEM 689
images) and the surface hydrophobicity (CA values) of these films were similar to those 690
observed in  HAG+wax+5% PEG-iso films as discussed earlier. 691
692
The dependence of hydrophobicity of these films to their surface morphology and properties 693
of the epicuticular wax can be explained in terms of the amount of air spaces observed in the 694
nanoscale in an earlier work by Ensikat et al. (2011). According to these authors, the wax 695
crystals and additional hierarchical surface structures such as papillae help in trapping the air 696
in the film surface. The morphology of the papillae with small tip minimizes the contact area 697
to the water drops.  Thus, the film which entraps a relatively large volume of air shows higher 698
hydrophobic characteristics (Sudedi, et al., 2012).  This is evident in our observations (Figure 699
6) especially in HAG+5% CL+20% PEG-iso and HAG+10% BW+20% PEG-iso films. These 700
films showed CA values of 90.4o and 91.8o, respectively, which can be attributed to the high 701
volume of air trapped in these films due to the hierarchical circular pinnacle wax structure on 702
the textured surface on these films. 703
704
4. Conclusions705
The S-FTIR maps and chemical intensity scale provided valuable information regarding the 706
distribution of wax and PEG-iso across the thickness of the HAG+wax+PEG-iso films. The 707
S-FTIR maps of the HAG+wax+PEG-iso films showed a number of spatial distribution 708
patterns of wax and PEG-iso as well as a number of crystallization patterns of wax in these 709
films. Both the SEM images and the S-FTIR maps showed that the distribution pattern and 710
especially the migration and crystallization of wax on the film surface significantly (p<0.05) 711
affected the surface morphology and surface hydrophobicity of these films. The 712
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hydrophobicity of the films was highest when the wax-rich domains were distributed either in 713
the middle of the films or on the surface and the PEG-iso rich domains were distributed in the 714
middle of these films. This spatial distribution pattern of wax and PEG-iso was found to result 715
in the highest hydrophobicity (contact angle > 90o). The HAG+wax+PEG-iso films having the 716
highest hydrophobicity also displayed a very sophisticated hierarchical circular pinnacle 717
structure of solidified wax on the film surface which were attached with PEG-iso. The 718
recrystallized wax which formed approximately 10 µm raised circular structures in close 719
proximity with each other and adjoined with fine threads on a textured surface were found to 720
be responsible for the very high hydrophobicity. The S-FTIR maps, contact angle and the 721
SEM images were found to be helpful in providing the correlation between the spatial 722
distribution of wax, the surface morphology and the surface hydrophobicity these films.  723
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Figure 1: The FTIR spectra of raw materials  (A) carnauba wax, candelilla wax, beeswax, 932
HAG and PEG-iso and the  HAG+WAX+PEG-iso films (B)  HAG+5% CB+20% PEG-iso 933
(a), HAG+5% CL+20% PEG-iso (b), HAG+5% BW+20% PEG-iso (c), HAG+5% CB+5% 934
PEG-iso (d), HAG+5% CL+5% PEG-iso (e), HAG+5% BW+5% PEG-iso (f), HAG+5% 935
CB+1% PEG-iso (g), HAG+5% CL+1% PEG-iso (h), HAG+5% BW+1% PEG-iso (i), 936
HAG+10% CB+20% PEG-iso (j), HAG+10% CL+20% PEG-iso (k), HAG+10% BW+20% 937
PEG-iso (l), HAG+5% CL+5% PEG-iso (m), HAG+5% BW+5% PEG-iso (n).938
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 940 
Figure 2: SEM images (at 10 µm) and CA values of HAG, HAG+5% wax, and HAG+10% 941 
wax films. The S-FTIR maps indicate the presence of wax and PEG-isocyanate by CH2 and 942 
NH absorption intensity colour coded scales, respectively, across the thickness these films. 943 
(The S-FTIR map and SEM image of HAG+10% CB film are not included due to wax 944 
separation during drying). (Some of the SEM images and CA values are adapted from Muscat 945 
et al., 2013). 946 
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 970 
Figure 3: The S-FTIR maps of HAG+5% wax+20% PEG-iso and HAG+10% wax+20% PEG-iso 971 
films. These S-FTIR maps indicate the presence wax and PEG-isocyanate by CH2 and NH absorption 972 
intensity colour coded scales, respectively, across the thickness of these films.  973 
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 986 
Figure 4: The S-FTIR maps of HAG+5% wax+5% PEG-iso and HAG+10% wax+5% PEG-iso films. 987 
These S-FTIR maps indicate the presence of wax and PEG-isocyanate by CH2 and NH absorption 988 
intensity colour coded scales, respectively, across the thickness of these films. (The S-FTIR map of 989 
HAG+10% CB+5% PEG-iso   film is not included due to cracked while drying). 990 
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 1009 
Figure 5: The S-FTIR maps of HAG+5% wax+1% PEG-iso films. These S-FTIR maps 1010 
indicate the presence wax and PEG-isocyanate by CH2 and NH absorption instensity colour 1011 
coded scales, respectively, across the thickness of these films. (The S-FTIR map of the 1012 
HAG+10% wax+1% PEG-iso films are not included due to cracked while drying).  1013 
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Figure 6: SEM images (100 µm and inserted at 10 µm) and CA values of HAG+wax+ 20% 1027 
PEG-iso films. 1028 
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Figure 7: SEM images (100 µm and inserted at 10 µm) and CA values of HAG+wax+ 5% 1038 
PEG-iso films. (The SEM image of HAG+10% wax+5% PEG-iso film is not included due to 1039 
cracked while drying). 1040 
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Figure 8: SEM images (100 µm and inserted at 10 µm) and CA values of HAG+wax+1% 1049 
PEG-iso films. (The SEM images of HAG+10% wax+1% PEG-iso films are not included due 1050 
to cracked while drying). 1051 
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1059
1060
1061
1062
Highlights 1063
 Synchrotron-FTIR showed the distribution of wax and PEG-isocyanate across the film1064
 Wax and PEG-isocyanate distributions and film surface altered the film’s hydrophobicity1065
 High contact angle occurred when PEG-isocyanate was concentrated in the middle of the 1066
film 1067
 Hydrophobic films possessed hierarchical wax pinnacles and textured surface1068
 The wax pinnacles were 10 µm in diameter and distributed very closely to each other1069
1070
